Using OPUS
Emory University provides students with an online resource tool called OPUS (Online Pathway to University Students) that gives students access to their course registration, tuition, financial aid and course grade postings. Use OPUS for:
- Changing your address
- Viewing financial aid information and tuition charges
- Viewing grades
- Course registration

Once you have applied to Goizueta Business School, you can receive your OPUS login account directly via the web at https://www.app.emory.edu/acm/getpassword.cfm.

After you have received your OPUS account you can immediately begin using the system at http://www.opus.emory.edu to update your personal contact information and to take care of any pending tuition payments.

Change Your OPUS Password
When your OPUS account is created, a randomly generated password is created as well. There is a link on the accepted student website to change your OPUS password. Choosing a safe password is extremely important.

Guidelines for passwords for Emory University are as follows:
- Six to eight characters long.
- Must contain characters from three of the following four categories:
  1. English uppercase letters (A to Z)
  2. English lowercase letters (a to z)
  3. Base 10 digits (0 through 9)
  4. Non-alphabetic/numeric characters (e.g. @, #, %, !)

Passwords cannot:
- Be a word found in a dictionary
- Contain all or part of a user accountname
- Be one of your three most recent GBSNET passwords.